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ABSTRACT
This artist’s talk describes the overall process in making
a six channel audiovisual installation entitled Play
Ongaku. It discusses the production process and
examines how the installation invites an audience to
engage with the work through playful, time based
interaction.

oneself by interacting with one’s surroundings’, as well
as to operate a musical instrument’. This poster session
and demonstration will address the conference theme
MAKE by discussing the overall process in producing
the work and further discuss how the installation seeks
to engage an audience through playful, time based
interaction, recasting them from a passive, physical
observer to an active player, potentially heightening the
emotional and conceptual experience of the work.

Figure 1. Play Ongaku detail, October 2015.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The installation is best described is a micro-mechanical
orchestra of sticks, an object oriented percussion
ensemble made up of 6 hand made interactive speaker
enclosures that house visual, kinetic assemblages
(graphic design, found objects, pendulums, mallets).
Combined mechanical and digital components include
Arduino Uno R3 microcontrollers, Infrared sensors, mini
servo motors, electret microphones and other
miscellaneous electronic elements to control object
movement and the playback of sampled and live acoustic
sound.
2.

CONCEPT

The project, Play Ongaku, is a play on words meaning
Play Music in both English and Japanese. The ‘musical’
element is significant and inspired by the Japanese
symbol for Music 音楽 which is read ongaku meaning
"music; musical movement". It is composed of the kanji
(read on) meaning "sound; noise" and gaku
meaning "music".
The ‘play’ element is reminiscent of Pierre Schaeffer and
the ‘Musique Concrète’ movement within which the
word jouer (to play) carried a double meaning: ‘to enjoy
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Figure 2. Play Ongaku installation – Blue Mountains
Cultural Centre Exposé exhibition, ‘Play for time’,
October 2015.
Play Ongaku is centered around the assemblage of mixed
media, acoustic, electronic and sampled material, the
aesthetics of which have become the artist’s domain. It
identifies with his skill as a sound artist, rhythmitist,
sound designer and sculptor, drummer and percussionist,
inventing new methods to create and play found objects
(such as bakelite phone bells and tin toy car wheels) and
the sounds they produce using electret microphones,
small mechanical hand made mallets fixed onto mini
servo motors and triggered by IF sensors embedded
within speaker enclosures.
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3.

COMPONENTS

The cabinets are triggered by close proximity (between
10 to 80cm) using small Infra red sensors and a range of
electronic and mixed media elements. The core
electronic components include:
• The Arduino Uno - R3
• Spark Fun Electronics MP3 Player Shield
• Sharp Infrared Proximity sensor (GP2Y0A21YK)
• Challenge Electronics Omni-Directional Foil Electret
Condenser Microphone
• Mini GWServo motor
• NightFire Electronics LM386 Audio Amplifier
• Shielded 3" 15W 8-Ohm full range speaker
• Two 9VDC 1000mA power adaptors
• 4GB Micro SDHC Card
Other electronic components include jumper wire, audio
leads, stackable headers, on/off switches, breadboards.

As shown in the signal flow diagram the mp3 player
shield is inserted onto the Arduino uno with soldered
stackable headers. Analog pin 0 is used for the infrared
sensor and digital pin 10 for the servo. +5V and GND
are provided for each either directly or via a breadboard.
The MP3 player code used was modified from the
MP3Shield_Library_Demo sketch written by Bill Porter
and Michael P. Flaga from the Examples folder in the
Arduino application.
The Arduino interface is ideal for this work. The sketch
was developed on a Mac Laptop computer, uploaded to
the Arduino Uno R3 and then disconnected from the
computer to operate as a standalone device. The six
sketches (one for each cabinet) are virtually the same
with differing parameters depending on how they
operated. Over time these parameters will be modified to
introduce more subtle time based signal processing such
as pitch, speed, tempo & gain control / change in the
interaction with each cabinet.
5.

Figure 3. Play Ongaku detail – Speaker side and internal
electronic components, October 2015.

GRAPHIC COMPONENT

The six images inserted on the top plate of each music
cabinet were taken from the Japanese symbol Ongaku
音楽. The symbol was spliced apart into 12 separate
sections and re-designed in Adobe Photoshop to form
part of the whole when the twelve images are placed
together in two rows side by side. I have only made six
of the twelve images so far and they were printed on 300
GSM William Turner 100% cotton paper and glued with
PVA onto 7mm plywood. The first six images/cabinets
are composed of the bottom section of kanji

4.

SIGNAL FLOW

and the

top section of gaku
. When the other six images and
cabinets are produced they will form part of a larger 12
channel audiovisual installation.

Figure 4. Play Ongaku signal flow for internal electronic
components, October 2015.
The Arduino Uno R3 microcontroler and sketch control
the exact movement, speed and direction of the mini
servo motors and pendulums, the distance at which the
infrared sensor detects and triggers the playback of the
audio files and some volume control of the audio output
signal. The sketch and hardware configuration is
relatively simple. (In the case of the Electret microphone
input signal the Arduino sketch and hardware currently
only control the servo and infrared sensor data).
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Figure 5. Play Ongaku graphic design – detail of six
spliced and printed images, October 2015.
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6.

PROCESS

The skill set used to produce this work included sound
design, digital audio production, location sound
recording, woodworking, painting, soldering, wiring,
electronic hardware design, graphic design, acrylic
fabrication design, programming and creative coding.
The cabinets are made from 7mm plywood with 4 sides
and a removable inset top face for the printed image,
pendulum, object and servo motor. A fabricated clear
acrylic housing is fixed on top of each cabinet. The
bottom of each cabinet is open to allow the power
supplies to feed down through the plinth, which
supports each cabinet with two screws on either side.
The speaker enclosure cabinet dimensions are 211mm
(D) X 149mm (W) X 190mm (H) and are based on a
smaller version of the Yamaha NS10 studio monitor,
which is 382mm x 215mm x 199mm. They are not
sealed and contain only the one shielded 3" 15W 8-Ohm
full range speaker, which I have found suitable for mono
playback. The internal LM386 amplifiers have gain
control, which allows me to adjust the volume
accordingly for each cabinet.

6.1. Installation
The cabinets can be installed in any number of
configurations with the speakers and sensors pointing
either in or out. For the recent installation at the Blue
Mountains Cultural Centre they were installed 3 in a
row in two rows with the speakers pointing out and the
sensors pointing in facing one another in 3 X 2
configuration. The small Sharp general-purpose type
distance measuring sensors in the cabinets are adjustable
within a range of 10 to 80cm, so the two facing cabinets
were placed approximately 2 meters apart. Anyone then
walking through the center of the installation would
progressively trigger the three sets of two cabinets facing
one another. The infrared proximity sensors have an
analog output that varies from 3.1V at 10cm to 0.4V at
80cm and are easily connected to the Arduino using a
pigtail from a solderless Terminal (JST) connector.
The technology employed for this installation operated
without fault in a public exhibition space for a period of
six weeks. The exhibition was open to the public from
10am to 5pm, seven days a week. Each cabinet has its
own on/off switch and was powered down at the end of
each day.

Clear instructions on how to engage with the work
accompanied the installation but many visitors either did
not see or bother to read this so they were intuitively or
blindly interacting with the work in their own way. The
short video excerpt of the young child playfully
wandering on and off the central platform is a good
example of this.
We also found that a number of people were more
visually drawn to the work and slightly shocked when
on approach they heard a sound. We saw a number of
visitors do this and then inquisitively looking for the
sound, wanting to see where it came from and how it
happened.
Very few, if any of the white anglo saxon audiences
might have known what the title Play Ongaku meant or
even made the connection. This did not matter, as the
visual component of the work was mostly symbolic and
abstract in nature.
Whilst we were there we met and talked with an older
couple that were very keen to create their own ensemble
performance of all six cabinets. They asked us to join
them and for a few minutes we enjoyed playing ongaku
together.
In general we found that the interaction with the work
was immediate and uncomplicated, particularly if the
visitor had read the accompanying installation text.
In the larger context of the ‘Play for Time’ (four part)
exhibition a number of people simply enjoyed walking
through Play Ongaku the one time and then move on to
another exhibit, as if in a playground or fun parlor
wanting to experience the whole.
It became apparent that the changing intimacy, concepts
and interrelationship between the physical interactions of
the works were appealing to audiences.
We were told by the gallery guides that a number of
people returned a second or third time to play with the
works, particularly older, single people who might not
have had the experience or opportunity to physically
interact with artwork in a public gallery before. People
are usually told not to touch artworks in galleries and so
physically engaging with them was seen as an unusual
and enjoyable experience.
We were provided with information from the Blue
Mountains Cultural Centre visitor feedback forms. The
exhibition was open to the public from 10am to 5pm,
seven days a week for six weeks and we received 16
pages of public feedback. The overwhelming response
was of enjoyment and that throughout the installations
visitors had experienced interactive sound and visual
related artwork they had not previously and were both
surprised and thankful to do so.

6.2. Audience engagement
We found throughout this exhibition that people of all
ages enjoyed interacting with the work, especially
triggering the sound. Play Ongaku remains silent until
someone walks into it and this gave every visitor his or
her own unique interaction by just being there.
Although there was no need to physically touch the
installation we found people were constantly wanting to.
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7.

AUDIO

The six channel audio mix is produced from individual
mono audio files and live sound, which include:
• Location sound recordings of a bird taken in my
backyard, sampled and looped
• A bass synth rhythm, sampled and looped (Zero G
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sample)
• A recording of an old style mechanical clock, sampled
and looped
• A recording of a scratch turntable and wheel, sampled
and looped (Zero G sample)
• An Electret microphone pickup of a bell taken from an
old style Bakelite phone
• An Electret microphone pickup of a tin wheel rolling
over a metal trail, taken from an old style racing car
found in a junk shop in Blackheath.
The digital audio was mixed, edited, processed and
produced in the Logic Pro DAW and the export mono
audio files were transferred to micro SD flash cards and
inserted into the player shields for audio playback.
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Figure 6. Play Ongaku Logic Pro audio session, October
2015.
8.

CREDITS

Play Ongaku is one of four installations produced in
collaboration with composer/programmer Solange
Kershaw for the Blue Mountains Cultural Centre Exposé
exhibition
Play
for
Time,
exhibited
in
September/October 2015.
The artist would like to thank the Bundanon Trust for
the valuable time spent in residence to produce this
work, composer/programmer Solange Kershaw and the
exhibition team at the BMCC for their help and support
in exhibiting the work.
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This talk was presented at the ACMC2015: The 2015
Annual Conference of the Australasian Computer Music
Association at the University of Technology Sydney,
th
Friday the 20 November.
Further information on the conference is available online
at: http://acmc2015.net/?page_id=166
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